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PROCEDURE AND GUIDELINES WITH REGARD TO CREATION AND UTILISATION 

OF POSTS FOR EDUCATORS 

----- - -1. GENERAl - - - -- - --- --- ----- - - - --

1. 1. Limpopo Department of Education is mandated to deliver services to the public 

i ____ _________ through pr_o_y_i_sion of education to all learners of LimpoRQ_Province. Thls.Js _ _cfone _ ____ _______ _ 

through provision of educators to all schools. Currently, budget allocation for 

compensation of employees is 83% and 80% of it is for educator posts. 

Therefore each and every post utilised has huge financial implication. 

1.2. The allocation of posts is done according to learner enrollment for each school, it 

therefore means that all posts allocated to a school are allocated to offer specific 

curriculum and it must be utilised as such. 

2. PURPOSE 

2. 1. The procedure aims is to ensure that all posts created are utilised effectively 

and efficiently so that curriculum needs for the schools are met. 

2.2. To prevent unauthorized utilization of posts by users. 

2.3. To ensure that all educators are appointed in the correct post, component, 

sub-component and pay point. 

2.4. To explain the different components and subcomponents utilised to create 

and appoint educators. 

2.5. To explain the different nature of appointment utilised to appoint educators 

and the implications of not utilizing the correct codes. 
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3. APPLICABILITY 

--- - -- ____ :.... __ --- -------- 3 ~1..-Tb.e.procedure.is.app.licable .to .. a!LHuman Resou rce .. Mana.gemenLan.d __ __ __________________ _________ _________ _ _ 

Establishment Control within the Department. 

4.1. Human Resource I Corporate Service Managers and HR Deputy Managers. 

4.2. Human Resource officials responsible for appointing educator and support 

staff. 

4.3. Establishment Control Officers. 

5. CATEGORIES OF POSTS APPLICABLE TO EDUCATORS 

5.1. Post provisioning model is used to allocate permanent posts to all schools 

according to learner enrollment. These posts are created on PERSAL as 

permanent posts and this is reviewed annually to cater for annual learner 

enrollment. 

5.2. Due to unexpected demands, additional pooi of post are created and 

budgeted for depending on the needs of the school. These posts are called 

Adhoc posts. All educators appointed in this subcomponent are appointed on 

a temporary basis with the nature of appointment 26. Currently this posts are 

utilised to cater for the following:-

5.2.1. Unexpected increased learner enrollment, 

5.2.2. Curriculum needs, 

5.2.3. Dinaledi project, 

5.2.4. New schools, 

5.2.5. Srnan schools and 

5.2 .6. Teach SA 
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... ~ o.~. The other categories of posts are created to cater for the absence of a 

permanent educator due to various reasons and they are called substitute 
. --··-··-- ··· ·-- ---------·---·--- - ------ -··-· -- ·---·-·· ----- --····--- -- ---- --~ -·-----··---- ----· ----·-· ----- ·- - . ' ' ' -- - -- -----··· -·····-· --

posts. All educators appointed in this subcomponent are appointed as relief 

educators with the nature of appointment 28. Currently this posts are utilised 

to cater for the following:-
---~- -- - --- - --------~---------- --- --- -------- ---·-·--- - -- -· 

5.3.1. Maternity leave 

5.3.2. Sick leave, 

5.3.3. Incapacity, 

5.3.4. Acting, 

5.3.5. Secondment, 

5.3.6. Study leave, 

5.3.7. Suspension 

5.4. Due to the reduction in the learner enrollment, the total number of posts 

allocated to school may reduce, thereby causing some educators to be in 

excess to the posts allocated to the school. 

5.5. These educators will remain permanent and the department will embark on a 

process of redeployment to place them in other schools that gained posts. 

5.6. There is a subcomponent created and linked to the school that is utilised to 

place the excess educators. 

5.7. Table indicating the subcomponent codes, description and nature of 

appointment to be used is attached as ANNEXURE A 

6 . CREATION OF POSTS BY ESTABLISHMENT COf-.lTROL 

6. 1.1. In order to manage compensation of employees, it is critical to verify al! 

supporting documents before a post is created. 

6.1.2. Update the matrix in terms of nature of appointment. 
D-:ic,o 2. nf C 
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6.1.3. Nature of appointment 28 must not be included in the subcomponents 

000001 for substantive post because no substitute educator must be 

_ _______ _ ____ _ _ _ _ a_,_ppointed in a substantive post. 
- ~ ----- --- - -----------

6.1.4. Create the post in the correct component and subcomponent. ··· -·-

6.1.5. Verify the objective code. 

·--- - =6-'--'.1c'"'·6'"'"'.'---'-'K""e,,.,,eQ record of all approved Adhoc posts in the register to verify against 

each request. 

7. PROCEDURE WITH REGARD TO APPOINTMENT OF EDUCATOR IN A 

SUBSTANTIVE POST 

7 .1. To prevent unauthorized use of posts, all vacant substantive posts are frozen 

annually. In order to appoint an educator after approval, the following is 

done:-

7.1.1. Upon receipt of the appointment contract of the educator, the user must 

check the school lii,eup to verify if vacant substantive post is available, 

7.1.2. If the posts are available, user completes form (ANNEXURE A) to request 

for creation of post. 

7.1.3. Attach approval to appoint an educator and appointment letter and fax the 

form with supporting documents to establishment control at head office. 

7.1.4. Establishment control analyse the documents, unfreeze the post and 

reserve it with the PERSAL or ID number of the educator to be appointed. 

7 .1.5. Establishment control informs the user to appoint the educator. 

7.1 .6. If vacant post is not available at the school, user must verify with the 

school if the educators appearing on the school lineup are working at the 

school. 

7.1.7. If there are educators appearing at the school but not working there, the 

user must investigate and ensure that the necessary steps to relocate him 

/ her to the correct school are taken. 

7.1.8. Users are extremely prohibited from utmzing posts from the school 

component were the educator is not supposed to be appointed at 
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This is to ensure that all educators are appointed where they are 

teaching 

7.1.9. All educators appolnted in a substantive posts are appointed in the 
-------·-- --·-----··---·------· -· ----- - ------------·-·--·------ ----·- ------ ·- ------ -- - - ---- --- . .. --------- --·--·----- -- - ------ -------------·-- --·----------- ----- ---- -- -- -- ---- ·- - . 

( -

subcomponent 000001 

8. PROCEDURE WITH REGARD TO APPOINTMENT OF EDUCATOR IN AN 

ADHOC POST 

8.1. All ADHOC posts as indicated above are created to cater for specific needs 

and tl1e following procedure is applicable: 

8.1 .1. Upon receipt of the appointment contract of the educator, the user check 

the school lineup to verify the number of Adhoc educators appointed at the 

school to confirm if the allocated AD HOC posts is not yet utilised. 

8.1.2. If the allocated post is not yet utilised, the user completes the form to 

request for creation of posts. 

8.1.3. Attach approval letter signed by Head of Department that indicate the 

number of ADHOC posts allocated to a school and appointment letter of 

the educator. 

8.1.4. If all allocated ADHOC posts have been utilised, the user must verify with 

the school if the educators appearing on the school lineup are correctly 

placed on their posts. 

8.1.5. ff there are educators appointed in the posts which were not allocated to 

them, the user must investigate and ensure that the necessary steps to 

place them correctly are taken . 

8.1.6. Establishment control analyse the documents, create the post and reserve 

it with the PERSAL or ID number of the educator to be appointed. 

8. i .7. Establishment control informs the user to appoint the educator. 

8. i .8. Users are extremely prohibited from appointing an educator 

occupying ADHOC post in a substantive post as this has an negative 

impact when permanent absorption of educators take place 
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8.1.9. All educators appointed in an ADHOC post are to be appointed in the 

subcomponents indicated above according to the nature of their 

----------------- - --- --.....PPSts and_their nature of apeointment i~2S only 
------ - ------ ----- -------

9. PROCEDURE WITH REGARD TO APPOINTMENT OF EDUCATOR IN A 

~~~~~-SYBSl'-l+~~f...r:>.oS-l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

9.1. All Substitute posts as indicated above are created to cater for the curriculum 

needs on learners in the event that a permanent educator is unable to provide 

those service and the following procedure is applicable: 

9.1.1 . Upon receipt of the appointment contract of the educator, the user checks 

the school lineup to verify if the substituted educator belongs to the 

school. 

9.1 .2. If the educator belongs to the school, the user completes the form to 

request for creation of posts. 

9.1.3. User verifies if the supporting documents for substitution and appointment 

letter of the educator is attached. 

9.1.4. User fax the form to request for creation of post and attach the supporting 

documents to establishment control at head office. 

9.1.5. Establishment control analyse the documents, create the post and reserve 

it with the PERSAL or ID number of the educator to be appointed. 

9.1.6 . Establishment control informs the user to appoint the educator. 

9.1.7. Users are extremely prohibited from appointing an educator 

occupying Substitute post in a substantive or ADHOC 

subcomponent as this has a negative impact when permanent 

absorption and permanent translation of educators take place. 

9.1.8. All educators appointed in an substitute posts are to be appointed in 

the subcomponents indicated above according to the nature of their 

posts and their nature of appointment is 28 only 
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-·--· -·-- ------ ------- --- -------- -- ----·---
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10. PROCEDURE WITH REGARD TO MOVEMENT O~EUUGATORs·m-·Excess- · ·- -- ··- - ······- -·- · 

SUBCOMPONENT 

10.1 As indicated above, the fluctuation of learner enrolment always results-in-certai11 _ ______ ____ _ 

educators declared in excess. 

10.2 Procedure regarding the placement and relocation of educators declared in 

excess is as follows:-

10.2.1 During the release of new post establishment for educators, a separate 

subcomponent will be created to cater for the excess educators for that specific 

year. 

10.2.2 This is done in order to keep track of all excess educators who were never 

absorbed since they were declared in excess. 

10.2.3 All excess subcomponent have are as indicated in paragraph 5.1.1 above. 

10.2.4 Once an educator is declared in excess, he / she will be relocated to the 

subcomponents of excess educator for that specific year. 

10.2.5 After the matching process is completed and a vacant substantive post is 

identified to place the excess educator, the educator must be relocated on 

PERSAL using function 4.6.4 and amend the paypoint. 

10.2.6 Establishment control will abolish the vacant posts which was occupied by the 

excess educator immediately because excess educators are additional to the 

establishment. 

10.3. Under no circumstances can a user utilise the post vacated by the excess 

educator to appoint any educator 

10.4. User who utilizes the post in the excess subcomponent to appoint anv 

educator, whether permanent, temporary or substitute wm be contravening 

the Public Finance Management Act and will be dealt with accordina to the 

re!eva.nt discipiinary procedures 
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10.5. This is because it has been discovered that some users don't want to follow the 

correct procedure to request for creation or unfreezing of posts. They just open 

any component which has a vacant unfrozen post to appoint educators, even 

when the educator is not appo1nteaaftnarsc1-root:------- -----------·----- ----------------

11. TRANSFER AND RELOCATION OF EDUCATORS 

11.1. In order to manage the payroll of the department and ensuring that each 

employee is accounted for in terms of payroll returns, all educators who are 

transferring from one school to another must be relocated on PERSAL to reflect 

the new pay point of the school they are transferring to. 

12. CONTROL 

12.1. 

12.2. 

12.3. 

12.4. 

A!I vacant substantive posts will be frozen on PERSAL. 

Establishment control will monitor the utilization of posts on PERSAL on a daily 

basis, especially in the excess subcomponent. 

Any vacant post vacated by excess educator who is absorbed in a vacant 

substantive post will be abolished immediately. 

Establishment control will monitor unauthorized utilization of post per user ID and 

report it to the Senior Manager: HRM and District Senior Manager to take further 

disciplinary measures. 

12.5. All users, authorizers and overseers in provisioning responsible for appointment 

of educators will sign a declaration letter (ANNEXURE 8) which binds them to 

effectively and efficiently manage the establishment by utilizing the correct 

components, subcomponents, posts and nature of appointment because if this is 

not addressed, it will lead to inaccurate data, mislead management wh.en 

decisions are taken and increase compensation of employee budget. 

13. MONITORING AND REPORTING 
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--- -;--- --------

i 

13.1. Establishment control will report on a monthly basis the utilization of posts by 

indicating the total number employees per all categories as indicated above. 

-rr.2: -Establishment Control will keep track of all Adhoc and substitute posts utilised as 

compared to the total allocated posts and alert management on monthly basis if 

the allocated posts have been exhausted. 
---- -----· ----·--------

14. IMPLEMENTATION 

14.1. The procedure manual will be implemented immediately after approval. 

DATE 

THAMAGA MJ 
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LIMPOPO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION ANNEXUREA 

----~·-----·---------------·------ . · - ---
SUBCOMPONENT AND NATURE OF APPOINTMENT TO BE UTILISED 

The table below indicates the component, subcomponent and nature of appointment 

SU BCOMPON "SU'BOC>MPQNl:NT DESCRIPTIO,:f . . NATURE 
eNrc;boe ' " APPOINTMENT .. 

. . 

,-~~~ -~-~- I-'----"'"'"--'-----"--""-'-:: ..__·,. ~ -~~-~-----r---~-,o--:-------~-, 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION 25 OR 26 000001 

ARTS AND CULTURE : NP 

- ---
000003 EXCESS EDUCATORS 2007 

000004 EXCESS EDUCATORS 2009 

000007 EXCESS 2012 

100006 Adhoc: Enrolment Increase 

000004 Adhoc: Curriculum Needs 

000005 Adhoc: Dinaledi 

100007 Adhoc: English Medium Classes 

100005 Adhoc: New Schools 

000009 Adhoc: Small Schools 

000010 Adhoc: Teach SA 

···--- ·- - - - --'-------- -

28 is not allowed in this sub 

component 

25 I 
28 and 26 is not allowed I 

~: fuis sub com~ 

- I 

125 and 28 is not allowed I 
in this sub components 

--- J 
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1000002 

000006 

---- - .. -- ·100000 

000011 

---------------------·---~-
Substitute: Against promotional post 128 only 

Substitute: Maternity leave 25 and 26 is not allowed 

·sul::is-titute: Study Leave 
in-this.sub .components . .... 

Substitute: Incapacity 

_ ; ------------1----- - - ------ ---------- -f-------------··------- - - - ----·----- - - --- -- -

Substitute: Sick leave 100008 

100001 Substitute: Secondment 

100003 Substitute: Acting 
1 

'--0_0 __ 0_0_1_2 ____ _,_s_u_b_s_ti-tu_t_e_: s_u_s_p_e_n_s_io_n _____ _.._ ___________ J 
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ANNEXURE B 

----- --· --- ----·------------·- --·-----·· -----~- -- ----- ------ -- - ---------- -- -- ---- -------- -- ----

ENQ: 

TEL NO: 

DECLARATION TO EFFECTIVELY ANO EFFICIENTLY MANAGE POSTS 

ESTABLISHMENT AND UTILISATION OF POSTS 

----- - - - - --- ---- -

1. I ------------------- hereby declare that I 

will abide by the procedure and guidelines as indicated in the procedure for 

creation and utilization of posts. 

2. I will do everything within my responsibility to avoid and prevent unauthorized 

expenditure caused by incorrect utilization of posts. 

3. I will appoint/ approve / authorise all educator's appointments after verifying 

the source documents and ensure that the correct component, subcomponent, 

pay point and nature of appointment is utilised. 

Signed at. ____________ on 2012 ___ ____ _ 

SIGNATURE 
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Checklist for Appointment of educator and correct utilisation of post .xis 

CONTROL OF ESTABLISHMENT IN APPOINTING EDUCATORS 

District ·------------------
Name of School: -----------------
Sum am e & Initials: --------------------
Pers a I No: ·=======================----- ------ -----·------------
Type of Post: _________________ _ 

Nature of Appointment: ______________ _ 

Date of Appointment: -----------------
Date of Termination: --------------
ITEM YES NO 

1. Was the school lineup verified? 

2. Was the approval to appoint the educator granted? 

3. Is the appointment letter in the file? 

4. Was the educator appointed in the correct sub component? 

5. Was the educator appointed in the correct component? 
6. Was the educator appointed with the correct nature of 
appointment? 

Compiled by: ______________ _ 

Date: ------------------
Approved by: _____________ _ 

Date: - ----------------
Authorised by: ____________ _ 

Date: -----------------
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